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Kinda Blue
This is it…the real thing!!!, get ready to be a party to a unique listening experience....no compromise, straight out Jazz...the
stuff I have played, listened to and loved all my life. This is not smooth Jazz...if you want that...then I suggest you go
somewhere else….this is intense stuff!! Have a couple of your favourite "tipple" before you listen to what’s about to be
played here ....cause you will be blown away by the intensity of the music...this is serious stuff!! We will be playing
Contemporary music as it should be played and heard...in the proper environment, mostly recorded live in concert ..not
background music!!
If you are into that, then I can promise you, you will not be disappointed!! The music you will hear, here is stuff that's
real….you either like it or you don't...I am cool with that!! I can only tell you that you won't hear "top 40" or “3 minute”
tracks on this podcast. What you will hear will be some of my favourite musicians playing contemporary music...at the top
of their game…”straightening” stuff out and if that's your "bag"...then stick around...cause you about to be entertained!! By great
musicians playing America’s only true original art form......Enjoy!!!!!

In a Sentimental Mood
In a sentimental mood……in a few words that says it all. Throughout my musical lifetime on this planet, I have always been
partial to ballads. The way lyrics come together…..the synergy between music and the lyrics to make it all whole, as
one….”The Art of the Ballad”.
Nothing tells a story more beautiful, more graphically, more sad, more joyful, than a great ballad…..and there have been
some great ones in my lifetime. Sadly, they don’t seem to be produced in as great numbers as before, but the quality still
remains…..the message is just as powerful.
What is the reason for the down turn in numbers? Is it because ballads exists in a place that comes from the heart? Is it
because they mirror so vividly, life experiences so we tend not to go to a place that quite often deals with sorrow and
pain?....who knows?
But no matter what, you cannot deny that they are a beautiful and significant element of good quality music…and will
always have a place at my table.

Caught in the Act
The exhilarating experience of listening to musicians “do their thing”……with all the warts and blips, along with the many
highlights that is only present during a “live” performance. The great way to listen to an artist as they tell their story.
There is no better way!!

Night Music
So...this stuff here is aptly be called "Night Music"….cause it goes out at night!! It will be all about musicians playing other
musicians music…..as well as some of their own stuff. Hosted by someone (that’s me!!) who is in love with the whole
process of an artist pushing their musical boundaries in terms of expression (how can you do that in 3 minutes??) Don't get
me wrong, I'm not putting down any artist who does 3 minute songs.....(whatever works for you). Anyway….that's why
most of the material you hear on "Night Music"...you probably won't hear on any commercial radio station. Each track will
be as long as it takes the musician to deliver their musical message...

Well….hope I didn’t alienate a whole bunch of people out there !!!.. My shows are just some
of many you will hear from really talented presenters , committed to providing you with the
very best in broadcast entertainment. More on that at a later date. We look forward to your
comments and input..

